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Basic concept of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
• Monitoring the surface topography using interaction (atomic force) between tip and sample surface.
• Using AFM, the electrical, mechanical, magnetic and thermal properties as well as topography can be
measured.

Basic concept of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
• The interaction between tip which is attached on cantilever and atom make the electrical signal to
the cantilever.
• The beam from SLD deflected to PSPD due to atomic interaction and converted into an electrical
signal for the feedback.

• PSPD(Position Sensitive Photo Detector)
• SLD(Super Luminescent Diode)
• Cantilever: rigid structural element that extends horizontally and supported at
only one end.

Basic modes of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

• Contact mode: Using repulsive force between tip and
sample.
• Non contact mode(NCM): Using attractive force between
tip and sample.
• Tapping mode: The mode between Contact mode and
non contact mode
Contact
mode

Non contact
mode
Tapping
mode

Principle of AFM : Contact mode

SLD : super luminescent diode
PSPD : position sensitive photo detector

-

Contact mode uses the repulsive forces between sample and tip
The bending of cantilever is detected by the change of the reflected beam position (error).
Z scanner moves Z position to adjust the set point.
Possibility about damaging for tip and sample due to contact.

Principle of AFM : Non-Contact mode (NCM)
- Non-contact mode (NCM)

-

Non-contact mode uses the attractive forces between surface and tips.
The cantilever mechanically oscillates with the resonance frequency.
The Z canner moves to maintain the amplitude of the oscillation.
No damage for tip and sample due to distance between tip and sample.

Principle of AFM : Tapping mode
- Tapping mode
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AFM (XE7, Park Systems) components
(1)
(13)
(2)

(5)
(6)
(10)
(11)
(12)

(14)

(3)

(4)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(15)
(15)
(1) Acoustic enclosure(AE)
(2) Optical microscope
(3) Optical microscope focus alignment knobs
(4) Optical microscope vision knobs (field 480 x 360 um)
(5) Z stage (travel range : 29.5 mm)
(6) AFM Head (Z scanner, scan range : 12 μm)
(7) AFM Head switch
(8) Beam alignment knobs
(9) PSPD alignment knobs
(10) XY scanner (scan range : 50 μm x 50 μm)
(11) XY stage (travel range :13 mm x 13 mm)
(12) Active vibration isolation table

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

PC
AFM controller
User logbook
AFM head holder

XE7 spec. : https://www.parksystems.com/products/small-sample-afm/park-xe7/specifications
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Operation process
PC
(1)
(4)

(2)
AFM controller

(5)

1. Turn on PC (1) and AFM controller (2)
2. Extract the AFM head and mount the tip on. The two holes
should be fit on the two balls

(4)
(6)
(3)

Head

balls

Tip

3.
4.
5.
6.

Put AFM head in
Hold the head with dove wing
Connect the connector
Turn on the AFM head switch

Operation process
(11)
(7)

(8)

(10)

7. Turn on the vibration isolator.
8. Press the act button (it start to blink) and
wait until the light turn on.
※ Do not turn off Vibration isolator while it is in
Act mode. The spring sensor can be damaged.
9. Run SmartScan on PC.
10. Select the type of your cantilever.
11. Expand the optical microscope image.

Operation process

12. Adjust the focus on the cantilever.
13. Adjust the position of the beam
spot on the cantilever using beam
align knob until the intensity (A+B)
above 2 V
14. Using PSPD align knob, adjust the
Vertical/lateral value less than 0.5
V (until the red dot becomes
green).

(13)

(13)
(14)

15. Click
button.
16. Click auto button.
17. Check that the cantilever has clear resonance peak

Operation process

(20)
up
down

XY scanner

18. Put your sample on the sample disk. (Use tape or glue)
19. Put the sample disk on the XY scanner
20. Slowly move down the AFM head. (Keep watching the
cantilever not to touch with sample)
21. When the cantilever becomes close enough with the sample,
move the optical microscope to adjust focus on the sample
22. To get the excluded air oscillation frequency, refresh the NCM
sweep, and set proper amplitude (10~20 nm for NCM).

Operation process
(25)

(27)

25. Before the approach, set scan rate small 0.3 ~ 0.5Hz and
scan Area to zero.
26. Approach tip to the sample (You can lift and refresh again
NCM sweep for better correction)
27. Expand scan area size and move to the proper position.

You can select information you want using channels
You can select saved channels for NCM mode.

Get better AFM image

1. Check that Z servo, XY servo turned on.
(They remove the hysteresis of piezoelectric XY, Z scanner.)

2. Decrease set point, tip become closure to the sample.
3. Increase Z gain, help to measure at steep boundary.
(Feedback sensitivity)

Clean after use,
1.

Move up the Optical microscope

(1)

(4)

(3)

(4)

(2)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lift Z scanner
Disconnect the connector from AFM head
Untight dove wing(4) and take off cantilever from AFM
Take off your sample
Put AFM head in and hold with (4)
Press lock button of Vibration isolator and wait until the
Lock light turned on.
Turn off Vibration isolator.

(7)

(8)
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Precautions.

2. Do not give too much force to AFM Body or vibration isolator.
1. When you move optical micrscope or Z
stage, try not to make conflict between
microscope and AFM head.
3. Do not turn off Vibration isolator while it is in
Act mode. The spring sensor can be damaged.
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XEI Program

: Open AFM image file
: Save
: Save as
: Preview
Crop
Filter
Flattening
Deglitch (; erase wrong data points)

• Image analyzing using .tiff file extension form.
• Information such as line, roughness, grain 3D etc. can achieve.

Rotate the image
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Imaging process : Flattening
• Adjust the slope of loaded sample’s image
Region selection toolbar
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥

:
:
:
:
:
:

Include the selected area
Exclude the selected area
Rectangle shape
Ellipse shape
Polygon shape
Entire area

Scope
•
•
•
•

Whole: average fitting curve from whole image data
Line: fitting curve from each lines
Difference: use the first derivative of the data
Drift Correction: correction abot scan direction

Orientation: direction of flattening process(X,Y Axis)
Regression order: the orders of fitting curve.
Zero Basement: adjust the average value of the data to zero

Imaging process : Flattening
Flattening

Scan direction
- The offset is varying when it moves to scan direction

- You should choose the reference area for flattening
1. You can determine shape of area with
2. You can also select only the selected area with
3. Select entire area.

, or out of it

- You can select X axis or Y axis to perform flattening at Orientation
- You can see the reference data from the selected area on the graph.
- You can select regression order.
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Imaging process : Flattening
Flattening

- If you use line of scope, then you can only select the area touches
the line.

Drag

Drag

- You can select the window of data using histogram.
- The purple area is not selected.
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Imaging process : Flattening
Flattening

Area selection

Flatten with difference

- If the offset is not fitted with polynomial curve.
- You can select difference from scope, it makes offset into the
averaged value. (select the flat area)
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Imaging process : Crop & Filter
Crop

Filter
Smoothing

-You can crop part of image

-You can use the filters,
ex) smoothing, sharpening …
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Image analysis : line & region
- Region

- Line

Leveling bars

Cursor pair

-

You can take information form the selected line.
Ex) Thickness, distances

-

Leveling bars adjust the line slop.

-

You can see the difference between the pair cursors.

-

Region gives statistic information of the selected region

ex) roughness (standard deviation) …
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Image analysis : grain
- Grain

-

You may count the number of grain.
You can measure the area of grain.
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Image analysis : 3D & statistics
- 3D

-

- statistics

Parameter name

Meanings

Min

The minimum, or smallest, value in the line profile

Max

the maximum, or largest, value in the line profile.

Mid

the arithmetic average between the minimum and
maximum values. That is, Mid = (Max + Min) / 2.

Mean

the arithmetic mean value of the line profile. It is the
sum of the height of each point divided by the number
of points

Rpv

the peak-to-valley of the line. It is the difference
between minimum and maximum, that is, (Max – Min).

Rq

the root-mean-squared roughness.

Ra

the roughness average. The average roughness is the
area between the roughness profile and its mean line

Rz

the ten point average roughness. It is the arithmetic
average of the five highest peaks and five lowest valleys
in the line.

Rsk

Skewness of the line

Rku

the kurtosis of the line. It indicates the “spikiness” of
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the sample surface along that line.

You can map the data to 3D image.

